After the Fire USA Tours
Beverly Hills with Fire Chief Barton:
Lessons, Insights, and Community Service

Last month, After The Fire USA embarked on an illuminating journey through the vibrant City of Beverly Hills alongside Fire Chief Barton.

Our discussions, accompanied by detailed maps, offered valuable insights. One highlight was discovering Beacon Boxes—a true fascination!

Our shared belief in continual learning was reinforced during this experience. Serving the community in front of us emerged as a crucial lesson. We recognized that each community is unique, deserving tailored plans and procedures.

Chief Barton’s remarkable leadership as an ambassador and civil servant left a lasting impression. Together, we absorbed knowledge, exchanged ideas, and gained invaluable lessons, best practices, and opportunities to extend our support to more individuals.

We express our heartfelt gratitude to BH Commissioner and Advisory Board Member Wendy Nystrom for extending the invitation to address the city and embark on this exceptional tour.
September Wildfire Leadership Summit

We are excited to once again host three days of networking, knowledge sharing, and capacity building. The Summit will build from wildfire communities and then expand to include local, regional, and national partners, funders, and leaders.

Honored to welcome back the Footprint Project for another 3-day Solar Power Generator building and educational hands-on workshop!

Keynote Speakers include Good360, Fannie Mae, IBHS, Lomakatsi Restoration Project, HALTER Project, Marsh McLennan, Project:Camp, plus others!

Speaking on a 360-degree view of wildfire, including land management, community organization, resiliency & recovery, climate resilient housing, federal advocacy, innovations in materials and systems, artists & mental health, and more.

For more information, click here.
Please note this is an invitation only event.

Interested in joining our proud summit sponsors? Contact us!
leadership@afterthefireusa.org
Visit HALTER Project to learn about animal preparedness resources and more!